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 A beautifully presented home 
 

23 Elm Ridge Drive 
Hale Barns, Altrincham, Cheshire, WA15 0JE 

A STYLISHLY PRESENTED SEMI DETACHED PROPERTY WITH SOUTH FACING 
GARDEN WALKING DISTANCE OF HALE BARNS VILLAGE, THE SYNAGOGUE AND ELM 
RIDGE PRIMARY SCHOOL. 912sqft.  
 
Hall. Lounge. Superb Dining Kitchen. Three Bedrooms. Superb Bathroom. Driveway. Gardens. 

 

 

£400,000 
 

 

  

 

AGENTS NOTES Please note that we have not tested any apparatus, equipment, fixtures, fittings or services and so cannot verify the they are in working order or fit for their purpose. Furthermore solicitors should confirm 
moveable items described in the sales particulars are in fact included in the sale since circumstances do change during marketing or negotiations.  A final inspection is recommended prior to the exchange of contracts. Although 
we try to ensure accuracy, measurements used in this brochure may be approximate. Therefore if intending purchasers need accurate measurements in order to have carpets fitted or ensure that existing furniture will fit they 
should take the measurements themselves. 

 
 

From Watersons Office in Hale proceed along Ashley 
Road in the direction of the station turning right just 
before the station into Victoria Road.  At the end of 
Victoria Road turn right onto Hale Road.  Continue for 
some distance arriving at Hale Barns Village.  
Continue through the Village and take a right turning 
into Elm Ridge Drive, where the property will be found 
on the left hand side.  
 
 
 

 

 

 

In line with Government Legislation, we are now able to provide an 
Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) rating (see table on the right). 

 

energy efficiency 
 

The energy efficiency rating is a measure of the The environmental impact rating is a measure of a 
overall efficiency of a home.  The higher the rating home's impact on the environment in terms of 
the more energy efficient the home is and the carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.  The higher the 
lower the fuel bills will be. rating the less impact it has on the environment.
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A well presented Semi Detached property located in this popular residential area within walking distance of Hale Barns Square with Booths 

Supermarket, Costa Coffee, Shay Lane and Wicker Lane Synagogues and Holy Angels Roman Catholic Church, in addition to excellent Schools 

including Elmridge Primary School and just around the corner from Hale Tennis Club, Hale golf club and The Ringway Golf Club which is within a 5 

minute walk.  The M56/M6 motorway networks providing access to Manchester, Manchester Airport and serving the region are nearby. 

 

The property has been recently updated and improved by the current owners 
with high specification fixtures and fittings, extensive chrome finish halogen 
lighting and with all rooms completely redecorated within the last month. 
 
The accommodation is arranged over two floors and extends to some 912 sqft 
comprising of a Lounge, Dining Kitchen, Three Bedrooms, Bathroom and 
Separate WC. 
 
Externally there is a Driveway providing off road parking and Garden to the 
front. To the rear there is a raised deck area and private Garden, enclosed 
within hedging. 
 
Comprising: 
Recessed Porch with tiled floor and external lighting. Entrance door to the Hall 
with a staircase rising to the First Floor and doors lead to the Lounge. Window 
to the side elevation. Access to under stairs storage. Natural wood flooring. 
 
The Lounge is an excellent sized room with a wide half bay window to the front 
elevation and a wood fireplace surround to the chimney breast.  
 
The Hall is Open Plan in design to the 250sqft Dining Kitchen. A fabulous Open 
Plan space with French doors and windows giving access to and enjoying an 
aspect of the Gardens and with a further window to the side. Continuation of the 
natural wood flooring. 
 
The Kitchen has been refitted a range of bespoke, Italian handmade solid wood, 

Farrow and Ball painted units with Silestone worktops over, arranged around a 

central Island unit with inset sink and drainer unit.  There is a freestanding Smeg 

Range cooker which may be available to the incoming purchaser, subject to 

negotiation, with five gas burners, double ovens and extractor fan over set within 

a decorative surround with mantle. Integrated appliances include fridge, freezer, 

microwave and dishwasher. There is a housing unit suitable for a washing 

machine 

Contemporary vertical design radiator.  
 
To the First Floor Landing there is access to Three Bedrooms, a Family 
Bathroom and Separate WC. Loft access point. Window to the side elevation.  
 
Bedroom One, an excellent sized Bedroom with a wide half bay window to the 
front elevation. 
 
Bedroom Two, another good Double Room with a window to the rear elevation 
enjoying views overlooking the Gardens. Chrome finish halogen lighting.  
 
Bedroom Three is a Single Bedroom with a window to the front elevation. 
 
The Bedrooms are served by the stylish and well appointed Bathroom, fitted 
with a modern white suite with chrome fittings, providing: a double ended bath 
with shower attachment, separate Walk In Wet Room style shower, wash hand 
basin with built in storage below, chrome finish heated towel railing and 
extensive tiling to the walls and floor. Window to the side elevation.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Separate WC with window to the side elevation and tiling to the floor.  
 
Externally, the property is approached via a Driveway which offers off road parking and continues down the side of the property. There is a low 
maintenance Garden frontage with stocked borders, retained from the road by way of hedging and timber fencing.  

 
To the rear there is a raised decked area, accessed via the French doors from 

the Dining Room. Steps lead down to the main Garden area, which is laid to 

lawn with stocked borders and enclosed within timber fencing and hedging. The 

private Garden enjoys the sun from morning until early evening.  A superbly 

appointed home. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Ground Floor First Floor

Lounge
13'1" x 11'9"
3.99 x 3.58

Kitchen

(max)

18'1" x 14'4"
5.51 x 4.37

Dining

2
11'5" x 10'2"
3.48 x 3.10

Bedroom

1
13'1" x 11'9"
3.99 x 3.58

Bedroom

3
8'1" x 5'11"
2.46 x 1.80

Bedroom

Approx Gross Floor Area  =  912  Sq. Feet

= 84.7  Sq. Metres

 


